
For safety information, refer to the MSDS.

TECHNICAL DATASHEET  

TEXTILE CLEANER
INGENIOUS 

CAR CARE 
Products for professionals

Description:
Textile Cleaner is a highly concentrated cleaning product for 
textiles. It removes oil, grease, nicotine deposits and other 
strong dirt from e.g. car seat upholstery, car mats and carpets. 
Thanks to a special polymer, Textile Cleaner leaves a fibre-
strengthening protective layer behind. This makes the cleaned 
surface look like new again and stays clean longer.

Product benefits:
 � Pleasant scent 
 � Good for upholstery, cleans well and smells nice and 

fresh, prevents musty odour 
 � Does not leave a white residue after cleaning  
 � Gives the fibres a protective layer
 � Surface like new again for a long time

Application:
Cartec Textile Cleaner is used on heavily soiled seat covers, 
car mats and carpets to easily remove dirt, oil, grease and 
nicotine deposits.

Instructions for use:
exclamation-triangle Always check the product in an inconspicuous place before 
use to avoid possible damage. Do not use on plastic parts. 

1. Dilute 1:5 to 1:10 with water according to the degree of 
soiling. Apply with a pressure pump or atomiser to the 
parts to be cleaned. 

2. Soak for 1 to 3 minutes and massage in with the Cartec 
Soft Interior Brush (3038/01) or the Cartec microfibre 
glove (3043/8).

3. a. If using a microfibre cloth (such as 3317/51), wet the 
cloth thoroughly and wipe the surface until the soap 
residue has disappeared. Then rub again with a dry, clean 
cloth. 
b. When using an extraction machine (only for on 
upholstery): Rinse with clean water and vacuum so that 
the soiling is completely removed.

4. Let the surface dry.

Item codes:
ITEM CODE CONTENT

1204/1/H 1L

1204/5 5L

1204/10 10L

1204/20 20L

3013/1 3038/01

3043/8

3017/8

1:5 - 1:10 125 min. Low

Tips & Tricks:
 � Car mats are easily cleaned with a Cartec Cleaning Gun 

(3119/01) filled with Cartec Textile Cleaner. 
 � For hard-to-reach areas, use the Cartec detailing brush 

(3039/10).

Required items:

3317/51
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